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Seven State
Policy Ideas
State policy lead ers have an opportunity to take
leadership in protecting students—and especially student
veterans—from being targeted by pred atory colleges.
Given failings by the fed eral government to police forprofit colleges and to ensure basic rights for students to
attend college without being defrauded, it now falls to the
states to step in and do this necessary work of regulation
and protection. This report presents seven policies
that states can implement to ensure their stud ents are
not d efraud ed . In ad d ition to state legislation, we have
identified non-legislative solutions for a number of the
problems plaguing the for-profit college sector.
The ideas in this report build on our 2017 toolkit.1 If you
have questions or would like assistance with regard to any
of these proposals, contact statetoolkit@tcf.org or help@
vetsedsuccess.org.

Why Focus on For-Profit Colleges?
For-profit colleges and career training institutes—often
national chains owned by private corporations—have
a long history of waste, fraud , and abuse.2 Fed eral and
state law enforcement across the country have carefully
documented deceptive recruiting and false promises, and
have sued these colleges and multi-campus corporations
for d efraud ing stud ents. In the largest settlement to
d ate, state attorneys general representing forty-eight
states plus the District of Columbia—representing,
therefore, nearly the entire nation—band ed together to
sue the Career Education Corporation, recouping nearly
$500 million for stud ents in the summer of 2019, while
federal law enforcement recouped $200 million from the
University of Phoenix just a few months later.3

Although for-profit colleges enroll only about 8
percent of all post-second ary stud ents (over two
million stud ents nationwid e),4 these companies soak
up a d isproportionately high percent of fed eral fund s—
includ ing 12 percent of all fed eral stud ent aid 5 from
the U.S. Department of Ed ucation (ED), nearly onethird of GI Bill fund s,6 and nearly 40 percent of military
stud ent aid .7 When compared to enrollment at public
and nonprofit colleges, people who id entify as women,
people who identify as Black or Hispanic, and people who
are over 25 years of age are all overrepresented at forprofit colleges.8 Single mothers, who are more likely to live
below the poverty line, are also overrepresented in the
sector.9 And around one-third of military veterans enroll
at for-profit colleges.10

Too often, these students report that they enrolled based
on big promises that turned out to be false. Dishonest
college salespeople lie to students about the true tuition,
about whether their cred its will transfer to the nearby
public university, about whether they’ll have real professors
and a quality ed ucation, about their job prospects and
likely salaries, and about their eligibility for specific jobs—
such as whether their degree qualifies them to apply for
a license to work as a psychologist, nurse, lawyer, medical
expert, electrician, massage therapist, and more. Worse,
many veterans—who, through their service and sacrifice,
earned scholarships for college—d iscover their college
signed them up for student loans without their permission
or knowledge, often because the school was hiding how
high the tuition really was.
Law enforcement—both fed eral and
state—have
increasingly caught these college chains in such lies and
sued them.11 Many college chains have been raid ed by
officials and shut down for fraud, including ITT Technical
Institutes, Corinthian Colleges, and FastTrain.12 But, by
and large, und er the current regulatory regime, by the
time law enforcement steps in, it’s too late: thousands of
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students have already been defrauded and fleeced. Only
through stronger oversight and accountability can these
abuses be prevented and students be protected.

1. Protect Taxpayers and Stud ents
by Heed ing Early Warning Signs at
Troubled and Failing Schools

It is no mystery why these problems emerge at for-profit
schools and not at other types of colleges. Public colleges
are und er constant supervision by public officials, and
nonprofit colleges are overseen by board s required to
reinvest all revenue into the ed ucational mission rather
than taking the money for themselves. In contrast,
for-profit college chains operate und er none of those
mand ates, and are d riven instead by Wall Street norms
that favor sharehold ers even if it means that stud ents
suffer.

THE PROBLEM

Regulatory guardrails are needed in the higher education
market. And state policymakers have an unprecedented
opportunity in the face of federal failings to make a world
of difference for their states’ students.
Below we provid e background on seven different
approaches that states can take to protect students from
pred atory behavior by schools enrolling their resid ents.
The policies aim to do the following:
+ Heed the early warning signs at troubled or failing
schools.

Too many students’ and too many taxpayers’ dollars have
been wasted by fraudulent and failed schools and college
chains. But each instance of a prominent school closure
or law enforcement crackd own was presaged by clear
indicators, which we refer to as early warning signs, that
enrollment in these schools posed a risk to both students
and taxpayers.
States are not alone in the work of identifying early warning
signs. Several oversight partners—accred itors, the U.S.
Department of Education, other federal agencies, other
state regulators, and fed eral and state law enforcement
entities—also oversee degree- and non-degree-granting
institutions. Each of these organizations can be the source
of valuable information on the risks posed by troubled or
failing schools. In some instances, the warning signs are
flashing red lights emanating from multiple oversight
partners that a college is in trouble and at risk of defrauding
students or closing, including the following:

+ Stop the fraud against veterans by closing the
90–10 loophole.
+ Assure that funds are spent on education, not
marketing.
+ Prevent d ishonest claims that schools are
“nonprofit.”
+ Protect the student’s right to complain.
+ Ensure oversight of the online college market.

+ Accred itors’ placing schools on “show cause”
orders or probation.
+ Federal and state law enforcement investigations
and actions against a school.
+ Fed eral government action against the school,
includ ing, among others, when the Ed ucation
Department requires that the school submit
letters of credit; a probationary measure triggered
by the d epartment placing an institution on
heightened cash monitoring (HCM); or increases
in the amount of letters of credit which the school
must submit.

+ Provide consumers with better data about
schools.
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+ A state regulator action regarding a school’s
licensure.
+ A Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
action against the school.
+ Other federal agencies’ implementing sanctions
on the school.
+ Student complaints against the school that are
filed with federal and state government.13

States can take a two-pronged approach to protect
students from troubled and failing schools: 1) states can
use their authority to react to the early warning signs of
closure, and 2) states can require schools to close in an
orderly fashion, should closure be unavoidable.
WHAT STATES CAN DO
States can use their authority to act on the early warning
signs of trouble at a college in multiple ways, including the
following:

If early warning signs are missed and a for-profit college
d oes close, stud ents often find out by showing up for
classes only to find the building locked. Large school chains
that have shut down without advance warning to students
in recent years includ e The Art Institute, ITT Technical
Institute, Corinthian Colleges, and Argosy University;14
and in most of these cases, students were left in the lurch,
having paid for or taken out loans to pay for something
they only partially received and left to figure out if transfer
options even exist. When Argosy University closed its
doors, students were left in financial ruin—including many
veterans—while the company made sure to spend its last
available dollars on corporate and executive bailouts.15
In contrast to for-profit college chains, public or nonprofit
closures are usually more ord erly. Frequently, the
d ecision to close is mad e in a d eliberate manner that
begins well in ad vance. The process takes into account
everyone potentially affected, alternatives to closure,
and alternatives for students in the event that a closure is
necessary. Moreover, the process and decision-making is
usually transparent, taking place in public forums, because
these schools are governed by publicly accountable
board s. In these cases, stud ents know well in ad vance
of an impend ing closure and are given time to make
the next best move, and the school itself stops enrolling
new stud ents. In contrast, for-profit closures often take
stud ents by surprise, even though owners and investors
cash out before locking the doors.16
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+ Strengthen oversight by state postsecondary
regulatory agencies to ensure that financially
unstable, low-quality schools are monitored.
Those agencies should closely monitor the early
warning signs listed above, and , based on their
findings, rescind approval of schools to operate
in their state, or restrict access to state-funded
stud ent aid programs in states where such
programs exist.17
+ Direct state approving agencies (SAAs),
the state actors that contract with the
Department of Veteran Affairs (VA) to oversee
colleges for GI Bill and other veterans’ benefits,
to monitor for the early warning signs listed,
and supply SAAs with guid ance on how to
undertake risk-based reviews of schools.
+ Install processes that require state
licensing agencies and SAAs to alert each other
of schools that they should review when one of
the agencies becomes aware of early warning
signs.
+ Authorize state regulatory agencies to (1)
require schools to submit data on licensing
passage rates, graduation rates, and student loan
cohort default rates; (2) require schools to
provide copies of accreditation reports and
other regulatory actions; and (3) audit a sample
of a school’s job placement rates.
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States can protect stud ents from abrupt closures by
requiring schools to close in ways that minimize harm for
everyone involved . At a minimum, the following should
be guaranteed:
+ Stud ents should be given notice before new
semesters or terms begin.
+ Stud ents should
options.

be given suitable transfer

+ Stud ents should have free and easy access to
academic transcripts.
+ Students should not be required to pay back any
money owed d irectly to a school that sud d enly
closes.
+ Stud ents should be refund ed money paid to a
school that abruptly closes.
A new law in Maryland provid es a useful mod el.18
Named the Institutions of Postsecond ary Ed ucation—
Disord erly School Closures Act, it would protect
stud ents in the event of future catastrophic closures
like those experienced by Corinthian College and ITT
Tech stud ents. Close to 3,000 Maryland stud ents were
affected by these two schools’ closures alone, and lowincome and veteran stud ents were d isproportionately
affected. The new Maryland law will intervene in future
closures by canceling debts owed by students, refunding
tuition paid, ensuring that students have transfer options
and access to their academic records, and holding school
owners responsible for what happens in the event their
school goes out of business. The Maryland law applies to
all colleges in the state, because abrupt closures, though
rare, can also happen in the nonprofit and public sectors.19

2. Stop the Fraud
against Veterans
THE PROBLEM
Veterans, servicemembers, and their family members are
aggressively targeted by d eceptive and fraud ulent forprofit college salespeople because of their lucrative GI
Bill and military benefits.20 States can ensure that failing,
fraudulent schools are not propped up by GI Bill dollars.
Due to a loophole in federal law, for-profit college chains
are inad vertently incentivized to aggressively target
veterans for enrollment. Specifically, the fed eral Higher
Ed ucation Act’s 90–10 rule stipulates that a for-profit
ed ucation business must secure at least 10 percent of
its revenues from sources other than federal student aid.
The goal is to ensure federal funds are not used to prop
up otherwise failing for-profit companies that are unable
to attract private-paying students. As the U.S. Supreme
Court explained when it upheld the rule’s precursor, it is
“a device intended by Congress to allow the free market
mechanism to operate and weed out those institutions
[which] could survive only by the heavy influx of Federal
payments… ” and “a way of protecting [stud ents] by
allowing the free market mechanism to operate.”21
But there’s a loophole. When the law was written,
congressional authors overlooked the GI Bill as a form
of fed eral stud ent aid . Holly Petraeus, former head of
Servicemember Affairs at the U.S. Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau, explained,
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Therein lies a problem. For every service member or
veteran (or spouse or child, in the case of the post9/11 G.I. Bill) enrolled at a for-profit college and
paying with military education funds, that college
can enroll nine others who are using nothing but
Title IV money. This gives for-profit colleges an
incentive to see service members as nothing more
than dollar signs in uniform, and to use aggressive
marketing to draw them in.22
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The end result is that veterans and servicemembers are
subject to aggressive and deceptive recruiting—in short,
lies—to get them to enroll, and, simultaneously, for-profit
schools are able to bypass the fed eral market viability
regulation intend ed in the 90–10 rule. Veterans and
servicemembers report they are contacted over and over
d ozens of times a week by pred atory college salesmen
who overpromise and under-deliver.
To be clear, much of the fraud is illegal, as documented
by federal and state law enforcement.23 State and federal
prosecutors have caught for-profit schools telling veterans
that the school recruiters are “Pentagon Ad visors” and
that the school is “Pentagon-approved.”24 Whistleblowers
at for-profit colleges have said the explicit mandate is to
“d o anything and say anything”25 to get “veteran asses
in classes” to access “the military gravy train.”26 Internal
corporate documents show for-profit college executives
d irecting subord inates to target veterans specifically to
skirt the 90–10 loophole.27 As documented in a 2012 U.S.
Senate committee report and a 2014 Senate committee
follow-up report on the GI Bill, the loophole has helped
spur the creation of massive call centers targeting
veterans, in which college chain salesmen face incredible
pressure to get veterans to hand over their hard-earned
GI Bill d ollars.28 The U.S. Department of Ed ucation
has also d ocumented that many for-profit ed ucation
companies skirt the 90–10 rule by loading up on GI Bill
and Pentagon student aid.29 States should not leave it to
law enforcement to punish schools—after the fact—for
fraud that has harmed tens of thousand s of their state’s
resid ents. By the time law enforcement brings a school
to court, the harm has already been done to students and
the taxpayers who finance their GI Bill.
Taxpayers are hurt too. The U.S. Department of Veterans
Affairs inspector general estimated that $2.3 billion will
be wasted over the next five years in GI Bill payments to
colleges that should never have been approved, especially
colleges using deceptive recruiting to convince veterans
to enroll.30

WHAT STATES CAN DO
States have an important opportunity to stand up for
veterans and stop the fraud by forcing for-profit colleges
to close the 90–10 loophole through their authority to
regulate the licensure of private schools—a measure
which Oregon is consid ering and Maryland recently
enacted.31 By requiring for-profit colleges to show they
receive no more than 90 percent of their tuition revenue
from all sources of federal funds, including the GI Bill and
Pentagon stud ent aid , states can protect veterans and
taxpayers and ensure the free market acts to weed out
subpar institutions. Closing the loophole is not onerous or
insurmountable. For example, for-profit DeVry University
voluntarily announced it would protect veterans by closing
the loophole in its own business practices.32
Another pathway to closing the 90–10 loophole is by
better leveraging the oversight powers of state approving
agencies. Each SAA is tasked with vetting schools in the
state before they can receive GI Bill fund s. Although
the Department of Veteran Affairs (VA) might object,
states could cond ition the approval of accred ited forprofit colleges for the GI Bill on those colleges’ following
the 90–10 rule with the loophole closed . The authority
to implement such a compulsion is entirely within the
purview of the SAAs: specifically, 38 USC 3672(a), which
governs approval of courses for the GI Bill, provid es
the following: “Approval of courses by State approving
agencies shall be in accord ance with the provisions of
this chapter and chapters 34 and 35 of this title and such
other regulations and policies as the State approving agency
may adopt” (emphasis added). This provides a window for
SAAs to ad opt regulations and policies over all schools
that seek GI Bill funds, at least for accredited courses (as
SAA governance over nonaccred ited courses is more
restricted).
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3. Stop Schools from Siphoning GI Bill
Fund s and Stud ent Aid Away from
Students
THE PROBLEM
Students, including veterans (who earn the GI Bill support
they receive the hard way), and the taxpayers who fund
the program would be horrified to know that fraudulent
college chains soak up nearly one-third of GI Bill fund s
and nearly 13 percent of fed eral stud ent aid —while
passing virtually none of that money’s benefits on to
the veterans and students through whom they acquired
the fund s.33 Ind eed , some for-profit colleges that are
the largest recipients of GI Bill funds spend less than 10
percent of tuition on instruction, instead siphoning larger
portions of their revenues to marketing and recruiting,
including massive call centers and deceptive TV ads.34 To
compare, public colleges and nonprofit colleges usually
spend more than half of tuition on instruction—and many
of them spend even more on education than they charge
in tuition.35 States have an opportunity to require colleges
to spend student aid on students and spend GI Bill funds
on veterans.
The good news is that it’s incred ibly easy to track and
stop colleges from siphoning hard -earned GI Bill fund s
and student aid away from students. Each college reports
every year to the U.S. Department of Education exactly
what percent of revenue the college is spend ing on
instruction versus other costs. Collected via an annual
survey, this information includ es total figures on tuition
and fee revenue as well as on spend ing in various
categories, including instruction. This means that without
creating an additional reporting burden on schools, states
have the opportunity to assure students that their school
is worth their time and money.
But this information remains largely hid d en from public
sight. If prospective stud ents were equipped with
information about how much of their tuition goes towards
things like instruction,36 rather than on the college’s

ad vertising and recruiter call centers, they would be in
a better position to make an informed d ecision. How a
school spend s its tuition d ollars speaks to its intentions
and priorities. Stud ies by The Century Found ation and
Veterans Ed ucation Success reveal that of the schools
that spend the least on instruction, the majority of them
are for-profit colleges.37 But it doesn’t have to be this way.
WHAT STATES CAN DO
States can ensure that schools are responsibly using their
tuition revenue by requiring schools to spend a minimum
percent of tuition on instruction.
For example, lawmakers in Maine enacted a law that
requires the state higher ed ucation regulator to take
school priorities into account.38 College spend ing on
instruction, along with the grad uation rates and stud ent
loan and employment statuses of grad uates, will be
used to inform stud ents and to aid state regulators in
d etermining whether schools are meeting ed ucational
standards. While other rules are to be determined by the
state’s higher ed ucation commission, the law stipulates
that 50 percent of a school’s total spending must be on
instruction.
In addition to passing a state law requiring schools to spend
at least a portion of tuition on instruction if the school wants
to remain eligible to operate in the state, another option
is to focus on veterans and use state regulatory authority
to act. Specifically, SAAs could deny state approval for GI
Bill funds to any college that seeks to charge VA (and the
veteran) tuition that is more than, for example, three times
what the college spends on the veteran’s instruction. This
would force schools to spend at least one-third of tuition
on the veteran, thereby protecting the veteran as well as
VA and the taxpayers who are footing the bill. To do so,
states would rely on 38 USC 3672(a), which provid es:
“Approval of courses by State approving agencies shall
be in accordance with the provisions of this chapter and
chapters 34 and 35 of this title and such other regulations
and policies as the State approving agency may ad opt”
(emphasis added). SAAs can use this authority to adopt
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regulations and policies over all schools that seek GI Bill For example, to fill the gap in nonprofit oversight, Maryland
funds, at least for accredited courses (as SAA governance enacted a first-of-its-kind law requiring the state’s higher
over nonaccredited courses is more restricted).
education commission to create a process for schools to
report information they collect for their 990s, allowing
the commission to make annual determinations to ensure
4. Protect the Integrity of
that nonprofits are not generating income for private
Nonprofit Institutions
individuals.44 Because nonprofit schools already complete
these forms annually, states can take advantage of an
THE PROBLEM
oversight opportunity that presents no additional burden
As fed eral and state law enforcement have cracked on colleges and universities. Similarly, California lawmakers
d own on fraud by for-profit college chains, and med ia are considering an approach that would require a review
and ad vocacy coverage of the issue has expand ed , the of colleges that convert from nonprofit to for-profit, a
public has grown more aware of the risks of for-profit measure that other states should consider as well.45
colleges, and their enrollment has declined.39 This has led
a number of for-profit college chains to seek to convert 5. Protect Students From the
to nonprofit status, but in name only.40 In the aftermath Fine Print
of massive d ownsizing at the Internal Revenue Service
(IRS), there is almost nonexistent fed eral oversight of THE PROBLEM
such conversions from for-profit to nonprofit status.41
The result is that college chains can now tell stud ents Many for-profit colleges require stud ents to sign what
and the public they have become nonprofit even though are known as enrollment contracts.46 These bind ing
they remain structured in a way that send s most of the agreements are usually presented to the stud ent along
chain’s revenue directly to former owners, oftentimes via with other paperwork during the enrollment and financial
contracts or real estate d eals. These arrangements run aid process. Enrollment contracts are designed to protect
contrary to the prohibition on private inurement that is the financial interests of the school and contain fine print
critical to the integrity of the nonprofit sector.42
that severely limits students’ rights to take action should
they have complaints. In particular, so-called forced
WHAT STATES CAN DO
arbitration clauses prevent students from going to court
to resolve complaints they may have. Students are forced
While the much-d iminished IRS lacks the capacity to to take complaints to an arbitrator in a private and binding
check for-profit-to-nonprofit conversions, states can process that disfavors individual consumers, and appeals
step up to make sure the college chains operating in of any decision after the fact are nearly impossible. The
their states follow basic laws about investing in students. Obama administration implemented a regulation to end
Under federal law, nonprofit organizations must file what this practice and allow students their day in court, but the
is known as a 990 with the Internal Revenue Service every Trump ad ministration reversed that rule.47 Schools can
year. In theory, the 990 is meant to provide the public with start including these restrictions in contracts again on July
information about tax-exempt charitable organizations 1, 2020.
and to ensure such organizations are not abusing their taxexempt status. However, the public cannot depend on the WHAT STATES CAN DO
diminished IRS to review 990s for the time being, so states
can and should step in to ensure schools are acting with While federal law generally restricts states from laws that
integrity when it comes to their residents’ tuition dollars.43 d isfavor arbitration, states that fund for-profit colleges
through public grant fund s (see append ix) can exclud e
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schools that mand ate arbitration in enrollment clauses
from participating in their fund ing programs.48 In this
case, the state is acting as a market participant and has
an interest in ensuring its funds are spent in “accordance
with the purposes for which they are appropriated ”
when procuring services.49 State grant aid is available to
institutions because the state and the institution have
entered into a contract, also known as a participation
agreement. As a party in these agreements, states have
the power to stipulate that institutions they contract with
must exclude forced arbitration clauses from any binding
agreement presented to students.

6. Protect Distance Education
Students through Stronger Reciprocity
Agreements
THE PROBLEM
The number of online degree programs and the number
of stud ents stud ying online continues to rise annually.50
Often, online stud ents (also known as “d istance
ed ucation” stud ents) are stud ying across state lines—
living in one state, while enrolling in and taking classes
offered by a school headquartered elsewhere. Of the two
million undergraduates studying exclusively online, more
than 700,000 are enrolled across state lines.51 Distance
ed ucation options are crucial for stud ents with limited
geographic access or other constraints to trad itional
attend ance. Unfortunately, und er the status quo, these
700,000 stud ents have little recourse if they run into a
problem with their out-of-state college.

state lines. This situation gives colleges a pass to operate
without regard to states’ laws, a concern that has been
expressed by advocates since the inception of the NCSARA.53
WHAT STATES CAN DO
States should ensure that their participation in interstate reciprocity agreements does not damage their own
citizens. They should critically evaluate participation in
reciprocity agreements that limit their ability to enforce
their own laws, and d emand better terms of such
agreements. Regard less of membership in a reciprocity
agreement, states should utilize existing consumer
protections to protect students from harm.
For example, Massachusetts’s entry into NC-SARA was
deliberately slow, as the attorney general scrutinized the
question of whether the state would be able to enforce its
own consumer protection laws should it join. The process
resulted in a memorand um of und erstand ing between
the attorney general and the state’s department of higher
education that reiterates the ability of the state to enforce
its consumer protection laws with regard to in- and outof-state for-profit schools.54
Forty-nine states (all but California) have joined NCSARA, and all forty-nine should press for changes to
the agreement to ensure they maintain power to protect
their citizens, whether by pursuing memorand a of
understanding like Massachusetts’s, or through legislative
and regulatory processes. At a minimum, improved
agreements should do the following:

Technically, all colleges and universities must be
authorized to operate in each state where they enroll
students. To facilitate meeting this requirement, states can
form reciprocity agreements. Under the sole reciprocity
agreement currently available—the National Council
for State Authorization Reciprocity Agreements (NCSARA)52—and the most recent federal rule, it is unclear
whether states can enforce their own higher ed ucation
laws to protect stud ents enrolled in programs across
For-Profit Postsecondary Education | A 2020 TOOLKIT FOR STATE POLICY MAKERS

+ Require clear complaint procedures and refund
policies.
+ Bar institutions from enrolling stud ents in
instances where graduates would not be qualified
for location-specific licensure(s).
+ Make it clear that the state has the authority to
enforce all consumer protections.
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7. Give Stud ents the Information They
Need to Choose the Right College

A mod el exists in California, where lawmakers passed
a law in 2019 requiring institutions to collect enrollment
and student loan information on graduates to match with
wage data from the state’s employment data system.56 As
THE PROBLEM
a necessary first step, the initiative will enable the state
When a stud ent d ecid es to go to college, the prestige to provid e information to prospective stud ents about
or reputation of an institution can be an important program value and efficacy in preparing students for the
factor for them to weigh. However, if the stud ent is job market.
planning on pursuing a particular acad emic major or
career path, d etailed information about programs Separately, and less consequentially, SAAs approving
within each institution they are consid ering, information schools for GI Bill fund s may also require d ata about
which d oes not always ad equately inform a school’s student outcomes under the GI Bill statute. Specifically,
overall reputation, could be more important. Stud ents 38 USC 3675 (“approval of accred ited courses”) (b)(2)
d ecid ing between programs at similar institutions may allows SAAs to require enhanced record-keeping:
consid er cost, course requirements, time commitment,
As a cond ition of approval und er this section, the
convenience, and what to expect in terms of job and pay
State approving agency, or the Secretary when
prospects upon completion. Even so, when presented
acting in the role of the State approving agency,
with comprehensive information, for a variety of reasons,
must find the following: (1) The ed ucational
stud ents may still select the most expensive or lowestinstitution keeps adequate records, as prescribed by
ranked program.55 Overpriced and und er-performing
the State approving agency, or the Secretary when
programs need to be weed ed from the marketplace of
acting in the role of a State approving agency, to
postsecond ary programs, but, in most states, there is a
show the progress and grades of the eligible person
lack of data available to consumers to help them identify
or veteran and to show that satisfactory standards
such programs. State policymakers can play an important
relating to progress and conduct are enforced.
role in id entifying high-priced and low-return programs
and in helping students make an informed choice among
Finally, states could launch a consumer ed ucation
colleges and programs.
campaign to help students avoid the pitfalls of predatory
college recruiting and abuses by for-profit colleges. For
WHAT STATES CAN DO
example, the USAA Educational Foundation created this
States hoping to more effectively inform their consumers unbrand ed vid eo, available for use by any government
should consid er establishing stand ard s and minimum agency, to help veterans avoid deceptive websites: https://
expectations for how student debt compares to graduate vimeo.com/370920512. In addition, the U.S. Department
earnings. These figures would let stud ents know how of Veterans Affairs and Veterans Ed ucation Success
much they can expect a program to cost as well as how collaborated on a vid eo, “Know Before You Go,” that
much they can expect to earn with the cred ential or features veterans who were scammed giving ad vice to
other veterans on how to avoid being scammed.57 Other
degree.
excellent materials are alread y available, includ ing the
States should first ensure that the right d ata are being U.S. Fed eral Trad e Commission’s “Choosing a College:
collected and matched . At a minimum, states should Questions to Ask” and Veterans Education Success’s “Top
58
collect and match information on college program 10 Tips on Choosing a School.”
enrollment, cumulative stud ent d ebt and repayment,
employer characteristics, and employment wage amounts.
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Similarly, New York City postedads at public transit subway
and bus stations to help low-income students avoid being
scammed by for-profit colleges. This public awareness
campaign, “Know Before You Go,” includ es testimonial
advertisements featuring New Yorkers who were cheated
by a for-profit college, tips to help students protect their
money, online facts and information, complaints intake
through the city’s 311 phone number, free review of
enrollment contracts and loan applications by volunteer
financial aid experts, and free financial counseling.59

Strengthening the State’s Role
in Protecting Students
States should see their role in protecting stud ents as
urgent and long-term, if not permanent. For-profit college
stud ents experience the highest rates of abuse and the
lowest outcomes, and states have many options for taking
on the role of college oversight to reverse these trends.
If you have questions or would like assistance with regard
to any of these id eas, contact: statetoolkit@tcf.org or
help@vetsedsuccess.org.
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Appendix:
What States Can Do to
Protect Students from Predatory
For-Profit Colleges
On the left side of the chart below is a list of states that allow a substantial amount of state grant aid to be used at
for-profit colleges. The right side of the chart shows states that do not allow for-profit colleges to receive state grant
aid. This list reflects a reconciliation of two datasets with different reporting, and excludes states with only small grant
programs that may be used at for-profit colleges.1
FIGURE 1

For Profit Colleges Eligible
Alaska
Arizona
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Minnesota
Nebraska
New Jersey
New York

For Profit Colleges Ineligible
Alabama
Arkansas
Delaware
Hawaii
Idaho
Kansas
Michigan
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Mexico
North Carolina
Oregon
Rhode Island
South Dakota
Texas
Utah
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North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico
South Carolina
Tennessee
Vermont

Washington, D.C.
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Notes
1 National Association of State Student Grant and Aid Programs and Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System data.
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